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Abstract - The convention of wireless Networks have almost become inevitable for the human community. The operations also have shifted to distributed computing (DCS), parallel Computing or grid computing from being centralized depending on the implementation necessities. One advantage of distributed computing is its flexibility to adapt to code reusability which is the most important feature of Object Oriented Programming. Extending the concepts of Object Oriented Programming, Component based Software Development has made these objects that are self-explained in certain environments and accessed to have a public interface in a uniframe with private implementation. Uniframe is one such approach that facilitates the interaction of heterogeneous software components. Through uniframe DCS can be fashioned to work in a semi-automated facilitating the entire working to be transparent and characteristics predictable. Now its also equally essential to develop a mechanism that will describe, analyse and research the security characteristics of system. Then characteristics can be decomposed into properties that can search software components separately and then combined as an integrated system which then will be capable of producing multi-layer security in larger industry. This research paper focuses on one security component “Access Control” that implements guards filtering information access by the user (as contained resource) and denial to unauthorized usage (as a protected resource). This model driven access control will attempt identifying the protected components and also will explain the how the components guarded by access control guards are identified from the other unprotected components and individual component implementations of both protected and the unprotected components that will be integrated together as a system. An algorithm proposed in this research accounts for searching of the guarded components. The implementations, advantages and scope of the proposed method along with the future directions and study are indicated towards the end of the research paper.
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1. Introduction

The Uniframe is an approach in computing that provides for a complete or “one-piece” interaction of heterogeneous of software components. This helps to minimize major changes in code when this frame is used in different environments with no compromises in the strength of security provided.[5] These components can exist independent of each other in an organization and for research study upon an organization where this frame with access control is implemented; there are two types of changes possibly foreseen.

- If the current employee or the so termed user quits the firm, then the kind of precautionary measures to be introduced to safeguard the confidentiality of the information though not altering too much the currently used access control schema.

It has to be noted that merely changing the password is not the solution as we are dealing with a huge organization consisting of more than a thousand employees. So an alternate from ordinary move will be the only long term security measure. Major changes in source code to increase the strength of security are not also permitted as accordance the DCS uniframe implementation stated. The second case,

- If the access control schema is duped by a third party, then what countermeasures should be implemented to run the entire system back on track with the same conditions stated for DCS Uniframe. [9]

The components are capable of existing independently but can be combined with ease to work to achieve higher performance. The basic aim is to accomplish the highest efficient performance level after all the components are integrated as one system. The Components needed to be developed are detected through the Headhunters and two or more components are intervened by Internet Component Broker by Adapter technology.[14] Wrap and Glue techniques are used to attain interoperability when put in any of the computing environment.

The Uniframe infrastructure focuses on two major aspects with basic reference to Component Based Software Development,

- Component Development as per system requirement and Deployment of quality tested and checked components.
System Integration achieved through the amalgamation of deployed components.
The components developed, deployed and integrated are then put into a frame to perform a specific task. Security can be implemented in two levels (i) in a whole-some basis (ii) at certain levels. The access control properties of certain software components are extricated from the main frame of the system as to avoid major changes in coding when the same components are used in that particular uniframe for applying security.[6]

2. Access Control In Uniframe
The best possible solution that can provide efficient access control solution in a huge organization is to design a model that can be platform independent. Through this we can also elaborately characterize access control properties of individual components with the Meta-Model specifications for these components. Then these features can be combined to framework of Unified Meta Model that can focus on more on access control properties of each component that will enhance the strength of safety.[2] This is also facilitated by the model Driven Architecture developed by Object Management Group that transforms platform independent models to platform specific models that can contain the Access Control Points where user priorities shall be defined and the nature of access within and outside the organization will be specified.[9]

In order to define access control properties in a distributed environment, it is essential to know and analyse the following parameters of that system

- the resource that has be to access controlled
- the points at which access control has to be implemented.
- the application specific information required where access control is established.

Now the next step will be model these components with access control properties so that a layer of security will be created and implemented for all or certain components as per the need.

In accordance to the proposed model driven access control, the system should be able to handle successfully two different cases.

- Access information without any modifications
- Access denied and login failure reported for further investigations.

Further the model also supports two basic essential functionalities of creating new details of employees and saving the already existing records after any modifications are done by authorized source.

3. System Architecture Of The Proposed Model
The uniframe architecture for supporting the model driven access control is designed to have two general components to be administered by organizational side and three components where the employee access is granted with the priority levels predefined. The attempt will be made to retrieve information of the user/employee and the work that is currently being pursued through each on the servers.[13] The various sections included in this architecture are distributed across multiple servers with their functionalities defined. Access control verifications are enabled for various components for each action by the user.
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FIG 1 – Architectural design of the model with data flow path and access guards have to be implemented on various layers of each component.
The general or the universal components through which an authorized user can access the data are
• General terminal (GT) – login page; the user information is submitted here and is routed through the employee record holder
• Employee Record Holder(Server) (ERHS) – Information storage

The prioritized components with special access are
• Employee Information (Server) (EIS) – holds transcripts of individual user and his senior employee will be able to access information through this portal.
• Access Privileges (Server)(APS) – the information regarding the current project the employee works upon and the related details according to his level (Developer/ Project-Head/ Project Manager/ COE) will be displayed.

Each of these components supports one or few interfaces integrated together to form the entire system. This information of the sub-components/classes/ abstract types is declared in the Unified Meta Model specifications for each abstract component type in the system. The precise description of the distribution of these interfaces across the components in the system and how they are specified in Employee Record Holder Server (ERHS) is explained below.

DEEmployeeAdmin – to create employee records whenever a new user joins.
DEEmployeeRecord – User Accounts, Personal and Professional details of current employees.

Employee Information Server (EIS) is basically designed to hold the professional information of the employee that can be viewed across various destinations of the organization. The information available shall be visible only to the employee and those users who are in a higher level of priority of usage than the employee. Care is taken that the details present in this server are not available for the other employees in the organization than the ones concerned.

DEProfessionalRecord – this interface will contain the current project the employee is working with and past records like experience and achievements.
DDEmployeeRecord – the current project status of employee can be viewed here. The day to day progress and weekly reports can be generated.

Access Privileges Server(APS) is the main access control gates directly with the user connect. The user can access information in order of priority level in the organization. The COE is the highest level on the priority list and the employee is in the lowest level of access with minimum information admittance.

DMaxPriority – the facility to view information to the users in the highest level of priority.
DIntPriority – the Project managers and Technical Heads of various departments are put under this level.

DMinPriority – the employee who is the lowest level of protocol is able to get access of only that information with which directly connected with.

One of these three components shall be the failed login reports about which this research shall not focus much upon because this is entirely a different study that can be elaborated into another research. So as of now only two main components will be taken for the research study with the main the focus upon implementing access control over information access within an organization in an uniframe with application based extrication of characters of software components.

Besides the component interfaces created for the interaction of various components, remote interfaces are also created for those user logins that involves component interfacing. So all of the seven component interfaces that have been implemented will have their own remote interfaces. This will permit operations to be performed through its permitted level of access and prevent unauthorized login.

4. Interaction, Specification And Searching of Components In Proposed Uniframe Model

Now it is equally important to understand how the four major components interact with each other as the system functions sequentially. In each of the component interfaces there are certain specific commands that determine the success or failure of the component interaction and eventually the performance of the model.

While addressing the first and foremost characteristics of access control model are,
• Resource Naming [8]
• Resource identification with access control guards. [15]

Through the process of Resource naming the system Integrator will inform the developer regarding those specific resources that have to be protected by access control guards. Then the resource identification with guards is done through “Matching Algorithmic Procedure” (MAP)

The MAP proposed in this research performs the two basic functions after implementation.
• Identifies those resources within the component that are protected by access control guards from those resources that are unprotected within the same component.
• The system integrator will be able to immediately able to recognize those protected components already existing if certain changes have to be made accordingly in the existing framework.
• This speaks for code reusability. The existing framework need not have to be changed completely if in case there are new resources to be added then only access control guards have to be implemented for newly added resources.
• In accordance to OOP and CBD concept, the model is semi-automated and its functioning will not fail even during the implementation of the new resources. [7] [12]
The MAP for access control properties proceeds as given. The components given by the system Integrator to be protected to the developer is RP. The MAP checks if the resource is inside the component or is an independent. If the resource is found inside the component then check if it is already protected by the component. If the resource sought for is found inside the component and is also protected then the searching is success and the result is YES and if the result is NO then search fails.

In Uniframe Resource Discovery Service (URDS) the matching of the guarded components is done by the Headhunters as mentioned in the introductory part of this research paper. This checks if the access guards implemented by the components are sufficient enough to protect its resources from unauthorized users.[10] Logic Programming (PROLOG) is used instead of other imperative programming languages because PROLOG focuses much on the form of result, the environment and the information which is highly suitable for Uniframe. This is implemented through the predicate calculus where the logical statement states the relationship of the objects. For example, employee(swdeveloper) here swdeveloper is a relation where a dbhatt might be an employee.

5. Implementation of Access Matching Using Logic Programming In Uniframe

Using the concepts of PROLOG which is one of the most prominent logic programming languages, we aim to protect a particular resource in our component thereby the access control characteristics of the protected components are empathized from those unprotected resources through matching.[11] So the original PROLOG predicates are modified to extract a special matching algorithm developed in this research and called Access Matching Algorithm (AMA).[4] By defining those access control characteristics of resources, we are able to also search those resources that are protected by access guards and which components require access control can also be specified. To protect a resource we use,

\[ \text{require\_protect('['.db','*.se'])} \]

the above expression indicates that the employee record '*.db' requires to be protected Extending the same concept to searching the protected the resources contained within a component, the following statements indicate that Access Privilege Server (APS) that contains the complete professional details of a particular employee and can be accessed only by someone who is in senior cadre.

\[ \text{contain('AccessPrivilegeServer', '*.se').} \]

\[ \text{ensure\_protect('AccessPrivilegeServer', '*.se')} \]

Consideration is also given to those components that neither contains a resource nor protects one. This is indicated through the predicate, consider(' AccessPrivilegeServer')

The next step is in PROLOG is to match the components according to the specifications and then find whether the resource is protected by component or is in the list of resources that need access guards. For this, initially it is presumed that all components protect a null list of resources. Then PROLOG returns a YES if the resource needs protection predicate is given as,[16]

\[ \text{protects(_,[]).} \]

\[ \text{protects(Component,[Resource|OtherResources]) :-} \]

\[ \text{(contain(Component,Resource),ensure\_protect(Component,Resource))} ; \]

A NO is returned if component does not contain that particular resource. This is true also for those components that contain resources that do not need access guards.

\[ \text{(not contain(Component,Resource))}, \]

\[ \text{protects(Component,OtherResources).} \]

match(Component) :- consider(Component),

\[ \text{require\_protect(Resources),} \]

\[ \text{protects(Component,Resources).} \]

The above predicates put together will form the base of the Access Matching Algorithm(AMA) that will compare the details in Access Privilege Server(APS) by executing the predicate,

match('AccessPrivilegeServer')


The Access control characteristics of resources will play an important role when the matching process is done upon the components to determine which of the contained resource is protected and the ones that will need protection. Hence an effective AMA [7] implemented through the PROLOG is proposed to meet out the most important task of matching the components and thereby empathizing those protected resources. The PROLOG predicate is as follows,

\[ \text{require\_protect('['.se'])} \]

\[ \text{consider(' AccessPrivilegeServer')} \]

\[ \text{contain(' AccessPrivilegeServer', '*.se').} \]

\[ \text{ensure\_protect(' AccessPrivilegeServer', '*.se').} \]

\[ \text{protects(_,[]).} \]

\[ \text{protects(Component,[Resource|OtherResources]) :-} \]

\[ \text{(contain(Component,Resource),ensure\_protect(Component,Resource)) ;} \]
not contain(Component,Resource)),
protects(Component,OtherResources).
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The results of the above predicate when implemented will be of the following format when NO resources are protected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A.USER</th>
<th>COMMAND</th>
<th>USER</th>
<th>DB</th>
<th>AB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DB</td>
<td>READ</td>
<td>DB</td>
<td>Acs</td>
<td>Acs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In case of access control guards implemented the result obtained will be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A.USER</th>
<th>COMMAND</th>
<th>USER</th>
<th>DB</th>
<th>AB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DB</td>
<td>READ</td>
<td>DB</td>
<td>Acs</td>
<td>Deni</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DB- Authorized User
AB – Unauthorized User
Acs – Accessed the record
Deni – Denied

In the second case where the resource is protected, the access is denied to the unauthorized user AB and when No guards are implemented then both the authorized user DB and the unauthorized user AB are able to access the information.

7. Conclusion

The basic aim of the proposed method is to develop an effective form of access control that stands out from the conventional forms of access control methods that are usually implemented in software organizations. Besides being efficient, easy to implement and very safe to use, the proposed model possesses code reusability that speaks for CBD properties. The results of AMAshown have proved that the access control guards are successful in blocking unauthorized access to information. The cost effectiveness of this model is established by the fact of code reusability in Uniframe platform. This method can also be further developed to account for component specifications that permit access control in searching. The researcher is involved in the process of developing similar type of matching algorithm that accounts for concrete component specifications. Further testing the system functionality with respect to access control properties can be created as a part of future work in continuation to the research done in this paper.
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